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Buck's
 
'co op' plan uncovered  
By 









planned  under A.S. Pres. Mike 
Buck, 
Spartan














 housing by 
Buck,  will be 
jointly 
funded by SJS, an 
unnamed private 
corporation and the 
Federal Housing and 
Urban 
Development  (HUD), according to 
the 
plans.  
The proposed plans have been kept under 
wraps by the A.S. 
Housing
 Board and Buck. 
They were revealed 
Wednesday  to Spartan 
Daily reporters by two of the project heads, 
Housing Board Chairman
 Scott Lefever and 
project supervisor Ray Murphy --both SJS 
grad students. 
Lefever and Murphy told reporters SJS 
would  have to put 
up
 an estimated 
$120,000-  - 
splitting the $240,000 
down
 payment with 
the private 
corporation.  After releasing 
the 
information, Murphy 
asked the Daily 
not to print





According  to proposed plans, the un-
furnished complex would include
 39 -one -
bedroom units, 41 two




 the housing project 
range from 
$100  from the one bedroom,
 
$120 for
 the two bedroom 






































































 George, the Canadian 
Indian who gained fame and an 
Academy  
Award nomination
 for his role in the 
film "Little Big 
Man,"  will speak on 
"Indian Affairs" Monday at 1 
p.m.  in 
Morris Dailey Auditorium. Admission 
is free. 
George still lives in the 
Burrard 
Reserve in British
 Columbia where 
he was born in 1899. He 
became  
involved in show business after an 
accident in 1946 made
 it impossible 
for him to do heavy work. 
Over 
the  next decade he played 
with a small dance band
 in Canada. 
In 1960 he 





Canadian television, which led to other 
parts and finally a radio show. 
In 1966 one of George's television 





 as  a feature 
film by Walt Disney
 Studios, and his 
performance led to several appear-
ances on American television and to 
his Oscar nomination for the part of 
"Old Lodgeskins" in "Little Big Man." 
Ite 










Not an end, 
but  a beginning,"
 is the theme 
perhaps  best 
expressing  sentiments
 of the 
thousands of 
persons making 





 tomorrow to 
demonstrate
 their dissatisfaction
 with the con-
tinuing chain of 
events
 transpiring in Indo-
china. 
Anti -war 
organizers pledge numerous 
other demonstrations and 
"direct actions" 
around the Bay Area after tomorrow's acti-
vities, 
though specific strategy and tactics 
have not been formulated. 
Plans for tomorrow's demonstration, or-
ganized by the Bay 
Area  April 22 Coali-
tion, call for initial assembly at 10 a.m. 
at Baker and 
Fell
 Streets in San Francisco. 
A car pool is scheduled to leave from 
Seventh and San 
Fernando
 Streets at 8:30 
a.m. 
After assembling, 











Presidential hopeful Martin Suto stole the 
show yesterday in a candidate's debate be-
fore a sparse turn -out of 
43 students in the 
Science
 Building. 
The reluctance of other candidates
 to talk 
about the  issues of the campaign was evident 
throughout their three
-minute  opening state-
ments since they confined their statements
 
to remarks already made in earlier press 
conferences
 with the Spartan Daily. 
Sporadic questions from the audience 
brought a brief answer from candidate Dennis 
King concerning his experience on this campus 
in the area of 
politics. 
The "debate" then lapsed into a long dis-
sertation from Suto about self actualizing 
nihilism and removing the latent desires of 
politicians to re-elect themselves forever. 
Suto said, if elected, he would 
keep  his 
slate in power in A.S. government forever. 
Suto felt he was the only candidate for A.S. 
President who had the courage to take clear-






debate degenerated into a mono-
logue, the other candidates 
may have felt 
Intimidated 
by
 the "circus" atmosphere 












 Coalition has 
drop-
ped out of 





 article should 




dropped  out. 





Suto  for 
presi-
dent, is still
 in the race.
 
Candidates 
Forum p. 2 
Guest Forums submitted 
by candi-
dates for the A.S. presidency appear 
today on the editorial page. , Each 
presidential candidate was allowed a 
chance to submit a Forum further 
explaining his position on campus 
Issues.
 
make the short march to 
Kezar Stadium, led 
by a contingent of Vietnamese and active 
duty GI's. 
At approximately 
12:30  p.m., Coalition 
affiliate Ted James indicated,
 a group of 
speakers will 
address the rally. 
Among those already confirmed are Dick 




 United Farm Workers of Cali-
fornia, Le Anh Tu, Vietnamese woman and 
student leader, and 
Jan  Austin, representing 
an Asian information group. 
The speakers will be followed by an ex-
position, during which some 100 groups 
will
 
set up booths and displays "to speak to people 
directly about the tenacles of U.S. imperial-
ism at home and abroad." 
Operating simultaneously will be a film 
festival, a performance by 
the  San Francisco 
Mime Troop, and continuous live music in the 
Kezar Stadium 
Field  House. 
The program will climax with a skit in-
volving film actress and Oscar winner Jane 
Fonda, rock recording star Country Joe 
McDonald, and a group 
of Vietnam Veterans 
Against the War. 
SJS Assistant 
Professor
 of Sociology  Bob 
Gliner disclosed yesterday that campus Pro-
fessors Against the War will support a re-
solution "urging an immediate halt to the 
bombing in Indochina
 and immediate with-
drawal of American forces" from that region. 
Gliner 
indicated
 that the resolution will be 
aired in Monday's Academic Council meeting 
at 2 p.m. in 
Engineering  324. 
The professorial anti -war contingent plans 
to 
conduct
 a series 
of workshops and
 teach -
ins Wednesday on 
Seventh  Street, tentatively 







By BARBARA EVANS 
Special to the Daily 
A critical decision
 in the Angela Davis 
murder kidnap, 
and  conspiracy trial was 
reached yesterday morning when 
Superior
 
Court Judge Richard E. Arnason ruled
 admis-
sable five letters 
supposedly  written by Miss 
Davis to former Soledad 
Brother  George 
Jackson. 
The 
decision  marked the end of threedays 
of
 often bitter defense 
fighting to get the 
letters,
 which the prosecution has called cru-
cial to its case, suppressed. 
The defense contended the 
letters were a 
violation 
of
 Miss Davis' Fourth Amendment 
rights against illegal search and 
seizure, and 
a violation 
of her Fifth Amendment 
rights  
against
 possible self-incrimination. 
Three 
of the letters were taken 
by the 
FBI from Miss Davis' 
Los  Angeles  apartment 
after the 1970 Marin County 
Courthouse shoot-
out.
 One letter was confiscated 
from
 Jackson's 
mail  at Soledad 
Prison,  and one, an 
18
-page 
document the defense prefers
 to call a diary, 
was taken from
 Jackson's cell at San 
Quentin  
Prison  after he was killed last year
 in what 
has been called 
an escape attempt. 
Judge Arnason ruled the letters, which tell 
of Miss Davis' "love" for
 Jackson and "all" 
Black people, were 
legally  seized from her 
apartment. He also said the letter 
taken 
from Jackson's mail was admissible because 
















































 would take 
40 years 
to pay 





said  that SJS
 would pay

























as in a 
co-op.  
Under the 




 will share 
ownership  of the 
complex. According to 
Murphy, an agree-
ment will be 
stipulated  with the develop-
ment 
agency that students
 manage the pro-
ject.
 
Murphy pointed out 
benefits  of student 
management
 "Students will know 
their land-




 anyway they 
want."
 
"Although students will not own the 
entire project,
 students will manage 
the 
complex,"
 according to 
Murphy.  
Facilities  also
 included are a 
laundry
 
room, activity room, study rooms
 and a deck 
on top of the complex. 
The 






"These  aren't garden 
apartments,"  
stated 
Murphy. "It's a high density 
situa-
tion, but it can be very livable
 that way, 
although there are 84 units on 
the acre." 
The low housing project is geared to 
married students 
Lefever  disclosed. Sur-
veys which 
Buck completed while 
he
 worked 
with housing last year, indicated that 
married
 
students had a lower 






need of housing in the immediate area. 
One aspect holding the project back was 





 Shops is incorporated, 
Lefever believes the project will not need 
approval from the Board of Trustees on 
how students may spend their money. 
"Legally Spartan Shops
 is a separate 
entitly from the school, although technically 
the shop is 
based  on student funds," said 
Lefever.  
Apparently still under contention is 
whether the 
incorporated Spartan Shops still 




board  may grab onto it 
and  say 





project  must be presented 
before the 
San  Jose City Council
 for ap-
proval


















'change  through 
By DAN RUSSO AND 
GLENN LAFRANK 
Emphasizing  "change through unity," 
The  Third World Coalition 
(TWC) formally 
announced the candidacy of 19 
members  for student 
council representatives last Wednesday night. 
A.S. elections 
are  scheduled for April 26 and 27.
 Twenty Council 
seats are open for
 next year. 
Running ins bloc, 
the TWC candidates said they are 
all  campaigning 
on the same platform.
 However, in a press conference 
Wednesday  night, 
TWC members expounded on the platform 
and the purpose of the 
coalition. 
Several TWC members discussed the fact that the
 TWC ticket con-
sists solely of minority students. They emphasized
 their belief that 
they can represent all 
students  on campus adequately. 
"We don't consider ourselves 
prejudiced  except against those who 
are prejudiced," said TWC candidate "Boe" Morris Bean. 
Tony Gonzales, TWC member, 
said  the Coalition's purpose is 
"to relieve all barriers that exist on campus." 
TWC members 
said
 they would go out 
to the students and find
 out 
what they 
want from student 
government.  They said
 that, if elected, 
they would consider
 most issues as a 
group  and then vote on them
 as 
a bloc. 
Asked  why they 
are not running






Walker  answered 
"the real power
 lies in the 
council."  Larry 
Gonzales,  added 
"We're  not in this for 
the status, or ego 
trip, we want 
to serve the
 people." 
If all the TWC 
members
 are elected, they would gain 
numerical  
control over Council plus two-thirds majority 
veto power over the A.S. 
president. 
Stoneground,






 members running are: 
Graduate  Division -representa-
tives Jim Bailey, Josie 
Torres Druehl, Akbar 
Hajjarian,  Juan Najera. 
For 
upper division representatives-
 -Jamshied Basseri, Sonny Cogo,
 











 Kelvin Ng. 
For 
lower  division 
representatives
---cookie" Poingsett,
 and Rosa 
Velasquez. 
The TWC platform  
states
 they want "to change the
 attitudes that tend 
to separate and 
perpetuate division amongst
 all peoples." They said 
better communication
 and fair consideration
 of all issues would 
accomplish this. 
The TWC 
did  not state specifically how 
they
 were going to determine 
the 
needs of all SJS students or 
what
 would be TWC's exact criteria
 
for 
evaluating  issues. 
"We can be objective.
 That's how we get things 
done," said Juan 
Najera. 
Some TWC members
 said they might try 
a feedback system in 
which the students 
would  know the issues 
coming  before Council 
and be able to 
voice  their opinions on 
them.  
The 
TWC would not comment
 on instructionally 
related  funding, 
co-op housing 
or the A.S. budget 
because
 they did not want to 
get 
involved in A.S. presidential 
campaign  issues. 




Extension of Student Health 
Center services offering 
services  
for 24 hours
 a day, seven days a week. 




Creation of a "Student Survival
 Center" to provide advice 
on the everyday needs
 of students. 
Concerning the 
day care center, Tony 
Gonzales  said "we would 
like to provide 
work-study
 jobs for SJS students in the 







The talents of Stoneground,
 soul singer 
Merry 
Clayton,  Copperhead and
 Loose 
Change will be featured in concert Saturday 
at
 8 p.m. in the 
Men's  Gym. 




Stoneground, a 10 -man band,
 was formed 
three
 years ago during a cross
-county
 tour of 
loosley knit musicians, filmmakers,
 record 
people,
 and assorted freaks who took on the 
name of the 
"Medicine Ball Caravan" later
 
released as a film. 
Stoneground's leader and 
most prolific 
writer is Sal Valentino, 
who first came to 
prominence in the 
first half of the Sixties 





Besides songwriting, Valentino also con-
tributes
 vocals and guitar work to Stone -
ground. Veteran 
singer Lynne Hughes, 
featured on 
the  group's single "Passion 
Flower," also is a 
vital  part of Stone -
ground. 
Their manager and 
producer is Tom 
Donahue, known in the
 Bay Area for his 
contribution to early 
underground radio. 
Merry Clayton 
was  first discovered by 
most 
people
 as the haunting 
back-up  vocal 
behind Mick 
Jagger




 the Rolling Stones'
 "Let It Bleed" 
al-
bum. 
Long a session singer,
 she has backed 
up such diverse 
talents as  The 
Supremes,  
Elvis 
Presley,  Phil Ochs, Pearl
 Bailey, 
Ray Charles 
(as lead singer 
for the Rae-
letts, 
Charles'  female 
vocal  group) and 
the mighty Joe 




becoming  a singer
 in her own
 
right, she 




which  reveal 





 to blues 
to
 




fast rising San Francisco 
Bay Area band features
 the talents of some 
noteworthy personages. 
One is John 
Cipollina,  an original 
member  of Quick-
silver 
Messenger  Service, who spent five 
years with that band, 
before splitting them 
in late 1970. Cipollina 
handles lead guitar 
duties for
 Copperhead. 
Another is Pete Sears, who doubles on 
piano and bass for 
Copperhead. Sears' 
name should ring a bell with fans of Rod 
Stewart.








ture Tells A 
Story" albums. 
Copperhead's appearance
 with Stone -
ground will be 
sort




 one of the original 
members  ot 
Stoneground during
 its tour with the Medicine 
Ball Caravan. 
Loose Change is 
composed  of Sid Clif-
ford and Billy Birdie. Their
 music is 
acoustic 
bluegrass.
 Sid  Clifford recently 
appeared on a bill with Dan Hicks and His 
Hot Licks at Old Town
 Theatre. 
Clifford, Birdie, and Frank 
Mangano  will 
be appearing at the Joint Effort
 tonight. 
.See stroy





$2.50  for 
SJS students and $3.50 general admission. 
Advance tickets are available the A.S. Busi-
ness Office, Discount Records, San 
Jose
 
and Menlo Park, Viscount Records, East -
ridge, Underground Records, San Jose 
and  
Walden Pond Books in Los 
Gatos.  Tickets 
will 
also  be available at the door of the gym 





Cipollina's  new group, - 
Copperhead 






































































I've almost finished 
completing 




for a primary? 
Why, of 
course..  




 for just the right 
(not to be confused
 with conserva-
tive) clothes to wear. 
All the really "with it" estab-













First there's the 
bikini under 





out any on. 
Then there's also a blouse with
 
"VOTE" emblazened upon it to match 
(but who'll
 see the other anyway?). 
A pair of red and white striped 
pants with a blue flare with white 
stars is just the thing to compliment 
the blouse. 
Of course, 




 white and blue  
socks with 
stars
 to go with 
"patriotic"  tennis 
shoes resembling 
an American flag. 
To further complement this.uni-
que outfit is a Spiro Agnew wrist 
watch which naturally has a red, 
white 
and  blue band. 
Naturally, I'll also be 
wearing 
a lovely 
(but gaudy)  green plastic 
medallion with "VOTE" written on 
it. I wouldn't 
want to be accused 
of being 
only
 half dressed. 
Thus outfitted
 I will be all ready
 
to
 "do my duty" 











































Tree"  column, 
was talking























































































































































number  and  














































Being a member of one of these 
clubs (modesty 
forbids
 naming which 
one),
 
I could care less about Double-
day. What bugs me is the money you 
have to shell out for books, even at 
"member's special discount prices." 
Since money is somethinga college 
student is hard put to come by after 
taking
 care of school and living ex-
penses, what is needed is a paper-
back book club. 
Paperbacks are within everyone's
 
price range and they take up less space 
on the  
bookshelf.  They're more con-
venient to carry and, as a rule, they 
contain the very same text as the hard-
backs they are 
taken  from. 
So, if 
someone  is interested in 
making a real killing 
financially,
 con-




 It's practical, wouldpro-
bably get a good 
response  and could 
provide you with 




how popular the 
idea of 
a book club 
is to begin 






















your opinion in 
the letters to the

































































 have a community 
unless you have 
an
 economic voice 
in the area that
 is to become your 
community.
 By proper 
utilization
 of 








 able to 
take some
 steps 












 a place 
where  stu-
dents can
 go and 




























 the bicycle 
theft

















































SJS  does 
not exist



















































































clearly,  does not 
serve












munity  of 
which
 SJS is a 
part,  or the 
San 
Jose community as 
a whole, with 
which we must 
exist.  
The city
 of San 













































area and the 













 many other 
needed and 
Burch offers 
We are aware of the dissatis-
faction, 
disenchantment  and a de-
sire for an alternative to our pre-
sent student government. 
Due to the obvious lack of finan-
cial ability of our present A.S. Presi-
dent, there has been no realistic con-
trols on the student funds. We believe 
that 
"alternative state funding" for 
instructional related programs
 is an-
other  myth from our present second -
story student government. 
We believe that a well -planned 
financial program should be im-
plemented in student government. 
Our funds should not be pirated for 
special interest groups. 
Past officers of the A.S. have not 
tried to solve the problems that face 
the thousands of 
students who will 
soon graduate only to find that no 
jobs are 
available.  Many of us want 
to work in our trained field; most of 
us support a family; and all of us 
want to concentrate our effort toward 
finding
 a career job. We feel that 
after four or five years of education 








staffed and overburdened, the Initia-




supplement  the 
Place-
ment 





Student Job Placement Center is 
an 
instructional  related 
program. Its 
success depends on 
the co-operation 

















 the already strained 
A.S. budget. The 







ness of the current  policy. 
Only with a new approach can 
these 
worthwhile  programs be 
in-
stituted, while still 
protecting those 




 financial support 
from the A.S. government. 
Further,  a greater 
involvement  
of the A.S. government can 
help  to 
improve the life of the
 citizens of 
the east side of San Jose. A united 
student -resident voice will 
carry the 
influence necessary to see 
that  the 
interests
 of the east side of San 
Jose, whether 
student
 or non -stu-
dent, are respected. Student gov-
ernment must be opened up, the 
money game must stop,
 and the 
A.S. government must 
be adminis-
tered for the benefit of the entire 
SJS community
 rather than for rival 
factions. 
The Caress Ticket will under-
take the duty of administrating
 the 
student government effectively and 
efficiently and will possess the fore-
sight necessary to develop the SJS 
campus area to the maximum
 ad-
vantage of the entire student body. 
Stan Caress, president 
Steve Sanders, vice-president.
 











We firmly believe in instruction-
ally related programs and will fight 
for them in the future. They 
serve 




entertainment  value  to all stu-
































































have  to 




























 about a better
 
image  for our 
college, 
then
 you must 





vestigate  the 
issues, 

























know-how  to 


















`Community  sense' 
What
 if there was 
not student 




petty politics of people
 lock-
ing 




more  mud slinging. 
No more Spartan
 Daily coverage 
of round 43 of 
the  battle of the 
egomanics. 
No more empty promises of 
eager  
candidates to 
suspicious,  reluctant 
voters. 
At times it's tempting to 
say that 
next year, due to lack 
of interest, 
student 
government has been can-
celled.
 
But who are we 
hurting?  
If you had 
to
 pay $1200 to 
$1400  
to come to this 
school just for 
tuition 








expenses)  would 
that bother




 a bill almost 
became  law 
that 
would have done just that. 
When  I testified 
against
 it, some 
of the 










 this student 
body speaking 
out  in 
opposition







all of us as students.
 
I believe 









































 for at 
least 












enough  to 
incorporate  
the 
specifics  of 
our platform













and  represent most
 of the stu-
dents on 
this campus. 
Generally, I believe that 
student 
government should do what it can to 
encourage  and develop a sense of 
community on this campus. 
Even 
more than believing, I know 
that 
the past records of the 
candi-
dates on 
my ticket have worked long
 
and 
hard  for this end
 and for many 
of the




We would like to continue. Now it's 
up to 
you.  Will you support us? 
Dennis King, president 
Rudy Leonardi, vice-president 
Andy McDonald, treasurer 




that  each program will 
receive. Additional 
programs


























 so that more of these monies 
can  be used for worthwhile student 
projects. 
Continuity on the 
Spartan Shops 
board would also
 allow us to take 





by the bookstore and
 food service 
operation so 
that they work for the
 
students of this campus. 
With the 
experience  that we 
have
 
gained  this year, we will 
be able to 
continue to meet 
student
 needs and 




 the students that it 
represents.  



















center into a two-story 
parking garage for bicycles and es-
tablish a pluralistic replacement of 
three -stage encounter groups, (be-
ginning wallowing, intermediate self -
parody and 
terminal  elation). 
2 --Remove sublimation from all 
departments and 
get down to their 
real cores. ROTC will be con-
verted to Sea Scouts, of which the 
two best will be placed in kayaks 
for one hour in the fountain and 




Business Department will 
get down to its base through the 
substitution of the MBA program 
(advanced scatology studies with an 
emphasis on Johnathan Swift). 
A game of basic orientation will 
be played and studied by 
all  first -
semester freshmen, called Flexible 
Repression. Psychology majors will 
walk through a maze that terminates 
both in boredom and. admission to 
the graduate program. 
The core of political science: 
a study of the complete works of 
the Marquis de Sade followed by a 
study of the 
life
 of Leopold von 
Sacher-Masoch.  
Cut expenses for football games 
by replacing the Marching Band with 
a kazoo marching band which would 
hitchhike to all off -campus games. 
The money thus saved
 would go 
to cure the dreaded diseases of neu-
ritis, neuralgia, valley of fatigue, 
temporary irregularity and the steady 
drip, drip, drip of excess student 
politicians. 
Remove sublimation from stu-
dent government itself. 
Since it is the latent and/or blat-
ant
 
desire of every politician to 
re-elect himself perpetually, the 
CCCP will
 remove this neurotic wish 
forever by actualizing
 it by selecting 
future presidents from a lottery 
of 
those 
students on scholastic proba-
tion. 
Trial by combat 
reinstituted 
among differing politicians, these 
duels serving to 
eliminate both ex-
cess verbiage and 
excess
 politicians. 
From  now on, the student body 
presi-





 Coalition Party. 
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Anderson,  La 
Duda Baldock,
 William Bello, Paula Belshave, Pauline 
bandonno Jacqueline Bressler. Carole 
Brown, Frank 
Bruno, Eileen Collo. Fred Correa, NIVId Crawford, 
Darrell Crow. Bruce De 
Angelis,  Lor Finnegan. Linda 
risvold,
 
Jay Goldberg, Jeanine 
Healy.  Anne /lesson. 
Sharon 











 Miner Lowe. Rick 
Malaspina.  Steve 
Mar inucci, Larry Mauter. Lynne Mayl 
ield,  Lisa McK &my, 
Jack Mogg, Kenneth 




Joanne  Petersen, Dan Russo, D 
J Salvatore Eric 
Schatmeter, Mark Simon. Linda 
Smith, L innea Smith, 
Stephen Smythe. 




















seized  a 50
-mile  stretch 
of 
Highway




















 at An Loc
 in a renewed










 the enemy 












 bases for 
joining  the offensive




battle  for An Loc,
 enemy troops 
attacked South 
Vietnamese
 rangers and 
paratroopers north 
and southeast of 
the city following a 
day -long shelling 
Wednesday.  
A score of 
U.S.  852s dropped 
500 tons of bombs 
on three 
sides of An 
Loc, trying to 
break up the 











 Apollo 16's 
lunar
 module pilots
 to delay 













Young  and 
Charles
 M. 
DukeJr.,  were 
within  half 
an hour
 of landing 
the  lunar 
shipOrion












 to fire the
 command 
ship's  big 
engine
 to raise 
to 
a higher orbit. 
Mission Control
 said if the 
engine  could not 
be made to 
fire, the 
astronauts could
 use the power
















Tonight's a freebie night 
at the Joint Effort but talent 
runs high. Singer and gui-
tarist Frank Mangano 
will
 
share the bill with Loose 




formerly  with 

































share the bill 
Saturday  night, 
with 









BY LA VONIA 
ANDERSON  
Stressing  the 
need for 
unity and the 
formation  of a 
coalition
 among minority 
people, Myrlie Evers, widow 
of NAACP leader Medgar
 
Evers, outlined 


















"Blacks, along with Chi-
canos, 
Indians,  the aged and 
poor
 people must realize 
more can be done by work-
ing 
together  and that we 
must band together
 to make 
the coalition a reality," she 
added. 
Mrs. Evers believes 
"block 
organization"  is es-
sential




 power is 
gained in the community
 it 
can be generated 
to both the 
state 
and  national 
levels.
 
"We must organize in 
such a way 
as to have a 
strong and
 powerful effect on 
the people in office.
 We must 





adding  that if the 
people
 in office "can't serve 
us, then we'll put people in 
who 
can." 
The mother of 
three 
stated her 
move  to California 
brought with it feelings of 
guilt. She felt that by leaving 
Mississippi
















because  of 













 his father lying be-
neath
 his feet dying 
at the 










 she  has met the 









ouflaged by "the 
smile and 
pat on the back." 
"In the South no 
games 
are played. 
You meet the 
problem head on 
and you 
know how to (leal




"Because problems in 
the North are frustrated, the 
South must be the forefront 
of the struggle," she added. 
When commenting on 
campus 
unrest,
 Mrs. Evers 
said students on many
 cam-
puses appear to be suffering 
from "battle fatigue." 






 around to 





peace, the calm and
 the quite 





lems still exist," she said. 
The problems Mrs. 
Evers referred to are un-
employment, the jobs people 
lose because of the state of 
the economy and the jobs 
people can't get due to lack 
of proper education and 
training; poverty; decay of 
the inner
 cities and the up-
ward 
movement  of welfare 
rolls. 
"Many
 people are pro-
fiting from welfare 
and  they 
aren't the people politicians 
are pointing to. The profit-
eers are those who are paid 
$50,000  
not to grow food 
while thousands of children 
in the South walk
 around with 




In conclusion Mrs. Evers 
stressed, "We must put forth 
a concerted 
effort  to bring 
about change so we can at 





















and  pri-es, is 
the 
theme





































ferent designs will serve 
dual purposes in displaying 
simple, ecomonical housing 
while  sheltering a potter's 
wheel 






by Tandy Beal, Cabrillo Col-
lege's
 dance artist in resi-
dence,
 will be presented Sat-
urday on the mall stage. 
A musical open-air adap-
tation of Act II of Shakes-
peare's
 -Much Ado AJout 
Nothing"
 will be performed 
Saturday at 12:15 
at the cor-
ner of Cooper St. and Pacific 
Ave. 
Moliere's bawdy satire, 
"The Doctor In Spite of Him-
self," will also be staged 
outdoors, on Sunday at noon 





Jazz  Band, 
Senior  
Citizen's 









 SJS will 
be a university
 by June 1 but 
there are still 
several
 steps 
to be taken before
 the college 





is scheduled for 
approval on April 25 by the 
Educational 
Policy  Commit-
tee of the California State 
College Trustees. SJS, 
along 
with 12 other California State 
Colleges, has 
met  the cri-
teria  which determine quali-
fications for
 the new status. 
James 
Noah,  spokesman 




 "In all probabi-
lity the 
recommendation  will 
be 
approved, but there is 
still 
another step before it is 
finalized." 
Once 
approved,  the re-
commendation
 must be pre-
sented to 
the Coordinating 
Council for Higher Educa-
tion. 











































chances  are 
very 
good, but 
















has  been held up 
pending the 
decision,"






and  mailed 
to the stu-
dent."  Because 














 tor yuur 
Student
 Idenhficatien
 Card and get a 
big break on rates
 at 75 Hilton Hotels and Inns 
coast  
to coast.
 (Grad students 




 coupon to 
Hilton  Hotels 
Corp..
 Travel Dept., 
National 
Sales  Div., 9880 
Wilshire





















in the mail 

























various  rock 
groups will form the back-




Spring  Fair is spon-
sored by the University 01 
California at Santa Cruz, 








































members present at its Wed-
nesday after -dinner session, 
A. 
S.


















Buck's proposal out of com-
mittee and rejecting







the curt action as 
perfectly 
legal despite the 
absence
 of most 
council  
members.  
"As long as 
there  was 
a 
vol.',
 said 1 























 funds for 
the Spartan 
Daily from 





















































































C l a r a i r e s
 



































South  Third 
St. 





1100AM to 1200PM Saturday
 L 8 7 9828
 
11-00
 AM to 9 00 PM 
Sunday 
I guess Council settled
 the 
issue. Even if they 
hadn't, 
they would 
still take it up 
In the budget next week." 
When Council receives 
the A.S. budget 
committee's  
proposed budget, it will then 
have the power to rearrange
 
the budget's original alloca-
tions. 
According to a resolution 
passed Wednesday, all de-
partments and programs 
presently excluded from the 
proposed budget must sub-
mit their own detailed bud-
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new  red 
rol-
lerskate  over 






























































works  of 
members






































































and  monks' 
cloth 
(for









job of building a 












over  $120, and he has 
been working 
on
 the project 
since
 spring vacation. 
But Farrand commented, 
"It was a lot of 
fun and my 
only regret 
is
 that I wish 
there was 
a little better 
finishing
 on the heel and base.
 
Costs were prohibitive." 
Arlene 
Russo,  senior art 
major, made a 5 1/2
-by -
2 1/2 foot package




this  thing for M & 
M's.  
Once my 
family  even gave me 
a giant -sized carton of M 
& 
M's for my 
birthday,  so when 
this 
project
 was assigned I 
thought of M & M's right
 
away." 
Miss Russo used choco-
late brown (naturally) vinyl 
of the type used for 
clothing, 
package, and contact paper 
for the white lettering. She 
bought a package of M & M's 
at the store and 
proceeded to 
make an "inch to a foot" 
scale blow-up 
of the package. 




















made  a 













for  the project 
pre-
sented  the most 
difficulty. 
When asked 


























 Hot Rock'' 
is that it is everything
 that you expect it to 
be.  
It is one of those 
comedies about "the 
perfect  crime" 
with all the
 routine pitfalls and 









 Segal his bumbling 
sidekick. 
Together with the 
'nelp of two bumbling assis-




 from the 
Brooklyn Museum.




schemes  and 
foolish plans later,
 the ending 
comes and, "thats all folks." 
It is never 
necessary  to tell 
how this kind 
of
 movie ends 
because they
 always end the 
same way. 
Either  the crooks 
get caught and land in 
jail 
proving crime doesn't 
pay  or 
they get away 
scot-free prov-
ing that crime pays some-






this  boring. 
His  








action scene to another. 
Redford, as 
usual,  grunts 




 Segal displayed in 
"Where's 
Poppa?" and "The 
Owl and the Pussycat" is 
missing here. 
In all fairness, it must 
be hard for actors to become 
inspired 




With all its ineptitudes, 
the "Hot Rock" could have 
been worse.






..ro, is just mediocre. 
fe 
4 









1 I 18 





































































































































tered by students in the class 
was  transporting the finished 
sculpture from their apart-
ments, homes or dorms to 
school. "It's one thing mak-
ing a 4 -foot sandwich in your 
living room,
 but another get-
ting it in your Toyota,"
 Miss 
Mellera said. 
Ray Tousseau made a 70 
pound, 8 -foot tall flour sack 
and then had to find a pick 
up truck to bring it to class 
in. Linda Bodine, who made 
the 3 
l/2-by4 1/2 foot giant 
Q
-Tip box,





ject to the 
Art Building. 
Farrand, 





streets,  rolled his 
roller skate
 to class. He 
recalled, "It
 was kink of 
wierd; 









But a lot of people smiled."
 
The 
students  had differing 
plans 
for their works fol-
lowing  the exhibit. Luanne 

























Greatest  Concert of thy Decade! 
NOW YOU CAN SEE IT AND II Lt IT.., 
AS IF YOU
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EXTRA! BOTH THEATRES 
"THE DAY SAN FRANCISCO 
BURNED"  
PERFORMANCES WEEKDAYS 6:30-8:30-10:30 
SAT & SUN 
1:00-3:00-5:00-7:00-9:00-11:00
 
Being the adventures of a 















































































































































4th & William 
L., al 
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upset  aor- 















"STOMACH DISTRESS" BAG 






























 COMPANY  MoINSUNRA, WIS  
Peoria 









SAN JOSE  193 
700/  







































Mike Terry hasn't 
pitch-
ed in a 
game  for SJS since 
he lost 
2-0  to Humboldt State 
on
 












The lung layoff didn't ap-
pear to bother the stocky 
righthander as he 
breezed  
through the
 first 6 1/3 in-
nings 
without  allowing a base 
runner, on the way to a 9-2 
victory
 over the Gators. 
Despite getting nicked for 
a 
couple
 of singles in the
 
sixth frame




no-hitter,  Terry 
still  
carried  a shutout 












































































Art Critic for TIME 
NORMAN KAGAN 
Cinema














































































AIR FRAME WATERBED 
MAKE 
YOUR























































Terry grew weary in the 
ninth and lost his 
control.  
The Gators took advantage 
of two walks, a couple 
of
 
hits and an error to mount 
their only serious threat of 
the afternoon. Despite the 
uprising, Terry still had 
enough gas




(Terry's)  hard work 
in 
practice  earned him a 






"I also feel 
the work of 
(Brian) McGlennan behind
 
the plate really helped
 to 
rejuvenate our
 team and 
bring us 
together." 
McGlennan was just cal-




Day. The loss 
of Day has really showed 
during the Spartans four 





 the team. 
"The fact he (Terry) was 
pitching
 so well 
made  every-
one  try harder," Menges 
stated. 
"They  did anything 
they 
could to preserve the 
no-hitter."
 
In the fifth inning, left -
fielder Al Ariza made a 
running 
one  handed









fielding  plays 
to gun 
down




It was also 
pleasant
 to 
have  some clutch hitting to 
go 







 of the bench, 
was  
given





a pair of doubles to 
drive in three 
runs in the 























 of Oregon assis-
tant, 
and  Larry Livers, a former Villanova 
University hurdle star, have been named 
assistant track and field coaches at SJS it 
was announced yesterday. 
The two take over the chores presently 
held by Lee Evans. 
Evans,  the Olympic champion in the 400 
meters, has decided to concentrate his ef-
forts in training for the upcoming Summer 
Olympics in Munich. Evans also explained 
he has business ventures he would like to 
go into. 
Riggs, 36, brings with him from Ore-
gon, an outstanding background in the mid-
dle and long distances. It is hoped that 
Riggs will help rebuild the Spartans' dis-
tance program to the prominence it saw in 
the 
1960's.  
A graduate of Eastern Washington Col-




















































































































will afford us 
more
 man hours, 
consequently  it im-
proves the various 
aspects of our pro-
gram. This 
will  allow us to 
broaden  
the 
approach to the 










ball  team halted 
an eight -









Spartan  Field. 
Jim Shoemaker
 handled 
the  mound 
chores








his earned run 
average  to 2.22. 
However,
 it took a 
three 
run rally in 
the  bottom of the 
eighth to pull the 
victory  over 
to SJS' side. 
Sam 
Piraro drove
 in one 






drew  a 








varsity  after 
filling 











was  the 
second  time 
this 
















 SJS lost to 
the 





































 call and a 
close call 
by the field 
umpire 
on a stolen 




 for those 
calls 
going  against
 us, we 
might of 










Clay Trost got a lot of mileage out of his bowling class 
last week when he rolled a 687 series. A sophomore 
history
 
major, Trost bowled games of 267, 220, 
ZOO.  
WOMEN  TAKE THIRD 
The SJS women's gymnastics team traveled to Sacra-
mento Wednesday and was thumped in a triangular 
meet that 
included Sacramento State and Consumnes River Junior 
College. 
The host Hornets tallied 179 points to the juco's 145 and 
the Spartagals' 119 aggregate. 
Nancy Anderson 
nabbed
 first place in the beginning vault-
ing class while Laura Smith garnered 
top honors in the un-



















A revealing portrait of 
the  ways 
























 DAILY 11:45 AM 
Codde. 
The Spartababes will re-
turn to action tomorrow when 
they face Santa Clara for a 
doubleheader at noon. 
Brian Nakainuto
 contri-
buted to the solid hitting 
attack 
with  a pair of run 





of the 385 foot 
mark  in 
centerfield.  
Nakamoto










 to go 
beserk







stir  things 
up
 in the 
race and wreck Pacific's 
hopes
 this weekend.

























 since it was
 only the 
second 
triumph  in the
 12 -














in the 18th 
minute  of the 
second  half for 
the 
deciding  goal.











tempo of the 
game in the 




pair of weak 




 O'Dell put the 
var-
sity on top, 
1-0, in the 10th 
minute of the
 first half when 
he booted in his 
own  rebound 
after goalie 
Frank Mangiola 
made the initial stop. 
Disorganized 
through 
most of the 
opening  45 min-
utes,
 the alumni straightened
 
itself 
out  enough to 
enable 
Fred 




deflect a hard 





Coach Menendez said 
following




 our play 
at all 
since  we are only 
in 
the 




played very well  
and managed 















Fbreign Car Center 






























THE BALLAD OF CROWFOOT 
NOW
 THAT THE 

























ACADEMY  AWARDED 





































by SAM SPIEGEL 
%AO* 
( a 

















squabble with UOP in Stock-
ton, the 
Spartans host the 
Tigers in a pair 
of games 
at Municipal Stadium tomor-















 fl 00 fllun rue wog 
regular

































equipment  anii 






my a im 
I 
Enclosed is 5400 for a 
one year subscription 
ITr Starr 
I Wilderness
 Camping Box 1106 




































































 half truth 
which  
pervades
 our most 
extensive  and 













probes  beneath 
the  glitter 
and
 the rationalizations
 of our "free 
enterprise"  sys-
tem
 to show how 
Americans  are being
 victimized by 
a popular 
ideology deliberately 
formulated  and 
pro-
moted
 for the 
benefit of 






How  professional 




 by non -educational
 goal, 
frustrate the aims 
of good teachers and 
good stu-
dents  to serve instead the aims
 of the people 
controlling the educational 
system.  $2.45 
THE PURSUIT OF LONELINESS Philip E. Slater.
 A 
penetrating analysis of the forms and forces
 of socidl 
conformity which 
herd  most Americans into the MN 
less life of the rat race 
 and isolate the dissidents 
across
 a pointless generation
 gap. $2.45 
THE RIGHT OF 
REVOLUTION 
Truman
 Nelson. A 
devastating 
examination of how our
 oldest patriot', 
tradition  defiance of injustice
  has been warped 
to depict 




 ciminals. $1.45 
THE OPINIONMAKERS
 William L. Rivers. An in 
cider's report on 
how  journalists and politicians in 
teract in 
Washington  to shape what the 
public  will 
be told about decisions
 and events in the 
world', 
most 









newspaper  sensationalism 
and court 
room
 secrecy  and 





 the right of the 




MASS  COMMUNICATION 
AND  AMERICAN EMPIRE 
Herbert I. Schiller.





 and international 
mass
 commu-
nications  structure and


















 Edited by 
John
 Henrik Clark 
A 
provocative  rebuke 
to
 a best-selling 
novel deemed 
by black critics
 to be a subtle 
perpetuation 
of racism 
- in the beguiling






































































 the San 
Jose  Hyatt 














































e -h rait the needs 
and the aspirations
 of the 
Chicano community. 
"We 




to come and partici-
pate in the planning and writ-
ing 
of
 a National Chicano 
Political
 Platform, Rod-
riguez said. He added, "It 
is not our intention to ex-









convention and support 
its 
own 
party  candidates. 
LRUP has charged the 

















started to be a 
MAPA 
endorsing convention
 but it 
was decided 










He went on 
to
 say, "It 
would  not be right





sidential  candidate and
 have 
other Chicano 












cl people from across 





 in the 




















La Raza Unida Party will 
not endorse 
candidates  from 
any other 
party nor will it 
endorse or support 
any can-
didate,
 according to the party. 
SJS
 










By TERRI SPRENGER 
When he laughs at the title 
"politician,"  you get the feel-
ing that Reed Sparks, 
Cuper-
tino City Councilman and SJS 
senior, aspires to 
anything  
but high-level, high-pressure 
government. 
Lanky, in a green sweater 
and toting an overflowing 
briefcase, 
Sparks,
 22, led the 
field of 14 candidates
 with a 
winning tally 
of 1,670 votes, 
to become Cupertino's young-
est
 councilman.  
"Four 
days before the 
election they were patting me 










 his political yearn-
ings'? 
"No, right now
 I just want 







development  is 
important so 
that this area 
doesn't become







group,  as well as 
being a 






Sparks is especially excited 





 example of the 
MANDARIN STYLE 
CUISINE  







1402-A So Bascom 
at Dick's Super 
Mkt  
Phone 









-9 p m 
Sat & 











































conne,:t  -1 
Northern
 
























































-local boy makes good" 
fable, Sparks began his pub-
lic service career working 
for Cupertino Parks and Re-
creation while he was still 
attending Homestead High 
School.
 
At De Anza College, 
Sparks was director
 of pub-
lic relations and 
public 
events, and was last year's 

























internship  at 
Cupertino  






















his interest in pre-schools 
such as the city's Tiny Tots 
program, and led to the crea-











age  20, 
and 
















 1 graduate 
I 
have









 Ft. Ord  in 
Monterey  so 
that I can attend
 council meet-
ings." 
Sparks was officially 
sworn in as councilman Tues-
day night and his anticipation 




confidence in me 
by the looks 
of the election, 
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Rapid  Transit" by Professor J.E. 
Anderson  of the University of 
Minnesota  
pm 
. Mountain View City Hall,
 540 
Castro St , 
SKI 
CLUB'S  CANOE TRIP on the Rus-
sian River
 will be held April 
29.  
Cost is $21 25 per canoe. Sign-ups 
and $5 deposit per canoe are due in 
the AS 




STONEGROUND, 8 p.m. concert M the 
Men's Gym $2.50 students, $3.50 
general admission. Tickets 
are avail-
able in the 
AS
 Business Office Also 
appearing will be 
Merry Clayton. Cop-
perhead and Loose Change. 
DIARY  OF A MAD HOUSEWIFE, 7 
and 10 p.m., Morris Dailey
 Auditorium 
Admission 50 cents 
SUNDAY
 
CALIFORNIA STRING TRIO, 3 p.m., 
San 




 may be pur-
chased at the door. 
Members of the 
trio include
 Eugene Stoic violin, Albert 
Gillis, 
viola;




TRI-M CAR RALLY, 9 a.m. registra-
tion, starting from the corner of W. 
Main
 and N. Santa Cruz 
Ave. Los Gatos 
Si  
50
 members, $2.50 general. Free 
food and beer at 
finish.
 
ADVISING for Recreation minors will 
begin April
 25 and end May 3. Sur 
up for appointments
 in Physic.' Educa-




This is the last 
day to meal with your 
advisers for fall semester
 advice. Sign 





PAUL MAYER, an ex  Benedict ine monk 
and member of 
the HarrisburgDefense 
Committee. 7 p m , Newman Center, 
79 5 
Fifth St Topic will be "R-
pression and the Escalation of the 
War " 
EUROPE  































The caucus will include
 
workshops dealing with is-
sues  such as partisan poli-
tics, economic development, 









H, L, etc I 
Food Supplements lInstant 
Protein)
 
Beauty Aids (Prot. ini zed 
Shampoo  etc I 
John & Mary 














 Liners 52, 





all  beds 
Water






Ask  about our 




 of Los 
Gatos  
is  
lovely large "fresh 
cut" flower 




 lowest prices 
in
 town Lovely 





Long stem roses 
at 53 505. $4 50 400 
lin a 
florists
 box for 
additional
 65c1 
Daisies  65c bunch, 







 etc etc etc You 
name 
it-  we've got it,, 
Whether
 you buy one 
flower or a dozen 
you will receive the 





 never got 
so much torso little 
money TRY US-
-YOU'LL LIKE 
USII We also have a 
large 
selection of potted 
plants,  ter 
rariurns,  dish gardens 
and  dry ar-
rangement
 flowers Everything 
at 
prices you can afford 
Our specialty 
is our 
small  ' fer the hospital' ar 
rangements
 al SI 
9S&
 
52 50 They're 




 7 PM daily & Sunday 11/2 day 
Holidays) 
720  University Ave Los 
Gatos 356-6314 or 356-4839 lat the 














available  Daily 8 
em -3 p rn 
Sat  till noon 







college -age BALLET 
class at 




the beginning dancer. 
246.6675 
if
 no answer 241-1776
 
PUBLIC AUTO MART 
has expanded into  "Mobile Flea
 
Market" autos, 
trucks,  boats, motor-
cycles, trailers, etc Wedottleadver-
losing, you do the selling, We ever -
over 2,000 "Prospective Buyers" each 
weekend Total cost for seller - $12 
lgOod
 until sold)
 Tee includes 
30 day 
listing for any vehicle not sold the 
first weekend Based on our exper-
ience
 in March, 35% of all vehicles 
were sold after 1 weekend of display' 
we do even better on V W.'s & mod 
priced 
trans  vehicle! Every Sat a. 




Capital Expressway & Monterey Rd. 
For 
further info 287-9566 
PUBLIC AUTO MART 
"A meeting place for private parties 
to buy and sell used vehicles." 
HARMONY WAY 
VOICE  - PIANO 
STUDIO 








Every Monday the FabulousSt. James 
Infirmary presents 
Oldies  but 
Goodies -from 8 til 2 so bring your 
chick or guy down for  few m-
aples end dig on the discs -390 Mof-
fett Blvd Mt. View. 
FRIDAY FLICKS, APRIL 22, Morris 
Daily Dick 
Benjamin and Barbara 
Evans in Diary of a Man Housewife. 
FUTURE CPA'S 
Leenr  How to pre-
pare for the CPA
 exam BECKER
 




















 St. Only 51 00. 
JOHNNY  CAMPBELL'S 
Crnr. of Washington & Mary -Mary 
Manor Shopping Center, Sunnyvale.
 
Sat. nite-Ladies rote, 1/2 price 
drinks Wed -Sat Singers Gypsy & 
John, folk & pop Cocktails 
AUTOMOTIVE 
TAKE 




 motorcyclei  
hund-
reds of new 
vehicles on display each 
weekend. 
Stop by early 
- the best 
buys are 











 GTO 4 sp. trans., 
400 
cu. in., 
58,030mi  R & H, $150 
sts.. Clean, 
body




CHEV.  VAN, Many extras.  Great 
vacation vehicle Call 
354-7986  aft. 
4 PM 
'63 DODGE 
DART  GT CONY. 
Stan.  
dard, 3 
spd slant 6. 








CONY.  Good 
engine
 good transporta-
tion car.  $150 
or
 offer Ce11289-8102 
eves 
'1118 SAAB wagon, 95, V-4. 
Excellent 








ion, overdrive, rollbar. 2 covers, 








 Must Sell, Cell 
Bill 287-0729 after 5 p.m. 
'70 VOLVO 
184,  4 door, 4 wheel disc 
brakes, AMFM, 15,000 
mi
 single 
owner, Perfect coed $3,100 Eves 
295-7177
 
'41 CORVETTE 327/380 np.. 4 sp. 
Show car 
Custom paint. $1,200 or 
offer. Call eves. 9911-3238 
Ask for 
Dan. 










 and the news 
media. 
SJS students have been 







ci , dependable 
trans Well 
cared for Tim, 287-
0678






































 right on 















































 FOR PER' 
FORMERS AND 







































 one of 
our stores
 at 400 
















RINGS.  Choose from 
red & gold tiger eye, 
turquois
 and 
fire  agate $1000 


















2 bath, built in 
bar, 6 
sliding 








 10% down 
to 
qualified  buyer. Sell 
for  $55,900 
firm. 
Call Ron Gabriel - agent 
377-8181 
SALE!
 BRAND NEM 
TIE-DYED PARACHUTES 
$10 710 N 


















 with A K C Call 
251-5061  or 262-3811 
FRENGE 
Leather  Jacket, has never 
been used, size 42. Only $35 or best 
offer. Call Hassan 277-8083 
SPANISH GREEN COUGH 
& matching 
love seat $69 Call 294 
-1549  or come 














































WORK PART TIME NOW and ful I tone 
this 
summer  We train you for an 
exciting position 
in management, with 
ALCOA'S largest
 
subsides-p. If you 
like to work with people, call 268-
(1739 after 4 PM. 
ATTRACTIVE GIRLS WANTED for 
nude modeling Study while you 
work 
No sex or  porno $50 to 
$100  per 
day Full or part time. 
mornings, 
afternoons, evenings.
 Artists IS 
Models 







 up and amateur 
topless every Wednesday
 
SIN to all 
participants, &25 to winner Partici 
pants offered contract 
The  Brass 
Rail 7341454 
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS 
Australia, Europe, S America, 
Africa, 
etc.  All professions and 
occupations, $700 to 3,000 monthly. 
Expenses paid, overtime, sightseeing. 
Free information -Write, Jobs Over-
seas, Dept 
PD
 Box 15071, San 
Diego, Ca 92115. 
$65 to 








 in your spare 
time. 
Companies
 are paying top 
money to 
individuals










 with these 
com-
panies, 
send 52 to 
Advertising  Asso-
ciates,



















ings 6 p.m. -9 
and Saturday
 cm Earn 
$2-$4  on 






for  mature 
individuals
 who can 
talk easily 
*bout 
books.  All 
work  done 
in our nearby
 











ROOM IN MODERN HOUSE in Willow 
Glen 






dent $70/rno 267-3830 
470's now taking applications
 for sum-
mer and fall semester. Summer 
rates 
June -Sept Huge furnished 2-3 brim, 
opts, paneled, shag rug, AEK, 
pool,  
470S. 11th Apt I 287-7590 





LINEN & MAID SERV PARKING. 
COLOR T V . INSIDE COURTYARD 
B EAUTIFUL BUILDING RUN BY 
PEOPLE WHO CARE SHARED 20 50/ 
wit MEALS OPTIONAL 10 50/wk
 
PM. 293-7374 
ing up the caucus resolutions 
and research 
needed


























Furnished Apt, & Studios 
1 & 2 bedrooms
 
Rentai Specialists since 1955 
Etorelli Realty, 
295 No 10th 
Call 
297-2410  
PRIVATE ROOM, kitch privileges, 
college men only 22 5 11th St 
293-9844 (Max) or 247-3553 (Tony) 
STUDIO 
APT, FOR RENT. 
$85/mo  
Furnished WITIG paid 1/2




FOR RENT. 2 
blks
 from cam-
pus. Large room 
Male over 21 pre-
ferred. 5135 S. 10th 
292-1587 
FOR RENT-Dlx, 2 br , AEK Crpts . 
drps , w/pd
 , couple $135 
1167 






House  $75 my
 including 
util.  96 S. 
17th St. Call 295-7441
 or 998-2992. 
Quiet Room with 
Kitchen Priv. Non-
smokers





ROOMS, Ivy Hall. 279 E. San 
Fer-
nando, across from administration 
bldg Double Kitchen




 Apts, for rent,2 bdrrn. 
Summer
-$125  furnished. Near cam-
pus 
Call 287-7858 or 296-7143. 
APT FOR RENT -Modern Form, a-
cross from Duncan Hall, 230 E. Son 
Salvador. Summer rate 
5110. 294-
6028 evenings or call Mr. Lee 294-
,1758 
Private Room -for male, set apart 
from house with kitchen priv spac-
ious backyard, I block from campus. 
Call Dan or leave message, 287-
8827. 
ROOM IN PRIVATE 
HOME $95 Near 
Winchester Blvd 
Student
 or working 
woman 
26 .51457 or 241-8619 
LARGE 1 & 2 
BDRM  APTS. Newly 
carpeted  & painted 
Pure & unborn 
No children or pets Quiet. 283 
E Reed, 206-2006 
NEEDED
 - I female roommate to 
share 
house on 11th 
Own room. Rent 
$60 





 if you experience it dial 277-
2126 





 Lama Apt. 
585/mo. 2 bdrm.
 1 1/2 ba. Call
 
926-9097
 or 238-0500 ask 





condition Open Sunday 11-
6 274S 12th St 266-7788 
STUDIO $1115/mo.
 Available now. 
Call  
during
 the day 292-6723. 
GIRLS ONLY!
 New rooms 
with  kit-
chen priv. From $60. 99 S 9th 
and 278 S 10th Across campus 
Parking. Phone 





 RECREATION LOUNGE 
W. GLEN AREA ADULTS 
1 bdrm. 
Medd. Furn. Wood paneling, 










ARTISTS' MODEL available for ar 
lists, 




Rates open NO porno 
After 
5, weekends, 275-6168 
has 
been
 excluded or 
over-
looked will come forth 
and  
present their ideas 
on what 
they think should







For men and 





293  S009 
Or come by, 951 Walnut St 
$2J 
TRANSPORTATION 
NINTH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS 
EUROPE FROM $299 ROUND TRIP 







4248 OVERLAND, DEPT B 




Student Travel Discounts, inexpensive 
student camping
 tours through out West 
and East Europe, including 
Russia. 
SOFA
 agent for inter -European student 
charter flights 
CONTACT ISCA 
11687 San Vicente Blvd 04 LA Calif.
 
90049
 TEL. 12131 826-5669
 12131 826-
(1955 or call campus
 rep: Steve Cosel 
14151
 
845-7131  hours 0-7 pm 
OVERSEAS
 JOBS FOR STUDENTS 
Australia,  Europe, S America, Africa 
etc All professions
 and occupations 
$700 to 
53,000  monthly E spenses paid 
overtime, sightseeing Free info, 
motion -Write,
 Jobs Overseas, Dept 
04 P0


























1/3 with a 




up to 24 
months


































 SJS Mrs 
Aslanian.  Call 
298-4101
 
RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
 
Month,  free 
service, no contract Call 

























































PROBLEM  PREGNANCY 
CARE,  
pregnancy If -sting. 










 hums repaired, serviced 
Buy 291-8006 
Sell 
TYPING by part-time legal 
secre
 
tory Reasonable rates. Call Lesley 
at 253-9299 
EXPERT MANUSCRIPT SERVICES, 
TYPING EDITING 
WRITING,  ETC. 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED, 244-
37116. 
ARABIC BELLY DANCING IN-
STRUCTION Special rates 
for stu-
dents, for information call reran 
295-5418. 
TYPING, termpapers,








We'll  do it 
















 s ofaflight 
carrentals-hostels
 
pensions  sports 
europeencars
 - shipping 









UNIVERSITY  TRAVELERS CLUB 
Traveling this 
summer? Stay over-
night  free, Stuck 
at
 home? Host 
travelers.  Meet friendly people Ex-
change 
privileges  with members in 
U.S. and, 
Caned.  Write now for full 
details: UTC, P.O Box 9147,  
Berkeley  
Calif 94709 
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS 
LONDON from 5129 ONE WAY 
EUROPE, HONG 
CONG,  ORIENT 
Weekly Departures, 
PL 
EASE  CONTACT 
415-771-3331
 
Win a free 
trip to London 









 Africa. Write- Whole 
Earth Expeditions. Ltd., U S Agents 
for Transit Travel Ltd., Box 1497 
K.C., Mo, 64141 
Free Travel
 Information Youth -
barns domestic & international, 
Eurai  I 
passes Student Rail passes and Stu-
dent Standby Cards and Tickets
 Call 
Bruce 287-8668 
TRAVELING?  STAY OVERNIGHT 
FREE! Stuck at 
home? Meet tra-
veling  people Exchange 
privileges  
with members
 in LI 5 and 
Canada  
Write- University 
Travelers  Club, 
Boa 9147,
 Berkeley, CA 94709 
EUROPE -Save 
and make money 
in 
Europe 
Travel loopholes to 
Istanbul 
More Olsk I 
Enterprises.
 Box 492, 









choose  from for 
college credit 
$579 includes 




Church Coll of 
Hawaii,  three 
meals  a day and 
sightseeing  June 
16 
to July
 29 Special 3 week
 teacher's 
workshop,
 4 units $459
 Write WORLD 
VISTA TOURS, 150S. Los 








 in SJSC area one organic
 puppy, 
part spaniel Ger 
short hair.  An-
swers 
to Maggie Call 293-4704 or 
238-1261 Help, She's my old lady 










 St. rack 13ap 
Nogues Cell Tom 
998-1695 aft 3pm. 
LOST 
on
 SJSC tiny F 
Terrier mix 
pup "Peanuts- blk
 & brn. White 






I MAKE CAST GOLD & SILVER wed-
ding bands & 
other  jewelry, all one 
of a kind If you have unusual dc 
Wes in this area call me at 354-
8804 or come by Old Town in Los 
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through 
Saturday 
George L armor* 
FRIDAY  FLICKS, 
Come  watch the 
mad 
housewife in Dairy of 
a Mad 
Housewife 
































































































































Print Your Ad Here: 














CHE LK MONEY 
ORDER  OR 
CASH  TO 
SPARTAN DAILY 
CLASSIFIED,







Deadline  Two 




publication  dates only 
 No refunds on 
canrellPri AA, 
PHONE
 277 
3175 
J 
IL-
